READING

SPELLINGS

MATHS

Remember to read at least 3-4

Don’t forget to practise your

Practise your times tables, up to

times a week. Ask an adult to
write in your reading journal.

spellings weekly and learn the
words on the Year 5/6 spelling list.

12 x 12.



Find out 10 facts about the Mayans
and present it using a method of your
choice.

1pts



Find 3 different images of Mayan
people or artefacts and tell me what
you can learn about them from each
image.

2pt



Explain why the sky and the water
were so important to the Mayan people.



Re-write a Mayan legend in your own
words (remember to include the title
of the legend).

Spend ½ an hour on Mathletics.


Create a spreadsheet with some of
your own data (football scores,
spelling scores, etc.).

2pts



Draw and label a diagram of the
circulatory system (you can use a
computer to help!).

3pts

2pts



Write a biography page about a
Christian scientist.

2pt

2pts



Create a comic that shows good
communication solving a problem.

1pts



Devise a quiz about the Mayan
civilisation based on what you have
learnt at home and in class. Mr George
will have a go at answering the
questions!

2pts

YEAR 6 TERM 1

Write a message using hieroglyphics –
the picture writing used by Ancient
Mayans.

2pts

Murderous Mayans



Research the types of clothing the
Ancient Mayans wore and compare it to
the clothes that we wear today.

3pts

This is your pick and mix
homework
Complete 1 of these activities



3pts



Make a checklist of growth mindset
phrases that you could use to
encourage yourself when facing
challenges.

2pts

each week, handing the
completed homework in on a

Look at the Mayan gods and choose the
one that you think is most important,
explaining why.



Compare life in modern Maya to life in
Lydiard. Explain which place you would
like to live and why.

3pts

Create an image of yourself as a child
living in Ancient Maya.

2pt





Wednesday. You should spend
no longer than 30 mins/1 hour
per week on an activity.

Homework Certificates
Bronze – 8 points, Silver – 10 points,
Gold – 12 points, Platinum – 14 points

